Early smooth horizontal eye movement: a favorable prognostic sign in patients with locked-in syndrome.
Locked-in Syndrome (LIS) is a rare clinical entity consisting of quadriplegia, paralysis of lower cranial nerves, mutism, and bilateral paresis of horizontal gaze. The prognosis is usually poor. Most patients who do survive have severe residual impairment or develop chronic LIS. Review of the literature shows that recovery has been reported but not systematically studied, particularly with respect to early prognostic signs. We report a case of LIS with bilateral pontine infarctions shown by MRI. Severe neurological deficits included quadriplegia, paresis of horizontal gaze, facial paralysis, and bulbar palsy. Horizontal eye movements were present and smooth by the second week after onset. The patient had almost full functional motor recovery within four months, after a comprehensive rehabilitation program. Fourteen other reported cases of LIS with full recovery had documented recovery of lateral gaze in the early stage. In addition, smooth horizontal gaze is the most frequent activity in incomplete LIS. Early recovery of horizontal eye movement may indicate that the brain lesion is limited and may be a good prognostic sign in LIS.